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“If Congress was like us”

This series of maps poses the question: What if Congress was like us?

If Congress Was Like Us
There would be 13 more Women than Men in the House of Representatives... more than twice as many as there are now.
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This series of maps poses the question: What if Congress was like us?

If Congress Was Like Us
There would be twice as many Hispanic Representatives in the House, and 25% more Black Representatives.
WWW.NEWPALTZ.EDU
What if Congress was like us? These interactive maps may surprise you.

If Congress Was Like Us

51% of our Representatives in the House would be unmarried.
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What if Congress was like us? These interactive maps may surprise you.

If Congress Was Like Us

There would be 89 Representatives in the House under the age of 35, and the median age of our Representatives would be 38... instead of 57.
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What if Congress was like us? These interactive maps may surprise you.

If Congress Was Like Us
60 of our Representatives would not have a High School Diploma.
WWW.NEWPALTZ.EDU

If Congress was like us, the median income, before being elected, would be $53,000, and 31 Representatives would have made less than $10,000 per year... for their entire household.
CRREO launches a series of interactive maps using census data:
http://www.newpaltz.edu/crreo/congress/
If Congress was like us, the median income, before being elected, would be $53,000, and 31 Representatives would have made less than $10,000 per year... for their entire household!

Interactive map:
http://www.newpaltz.edu/crreo/congress/income_map.html
Economic Impact

The Arts contribute half a billion dollars in economic activity in the Mid-Hudson.

Arts Economic Impact
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Mid-Hudson Culture Counter:

235 Performing Arts
- Dance
- Festivals
- Literature
- Media Arts
- Music
- Theater

129 Community-Based
- Civic Heritage
- Historical Society
- Education

112 Museums & Galleries
- Art
- History
- Science
- Museums
- History Sites
- Visual Arts

517 ARTS & CULTURE ORGANIZATIONS

40% are small, volunteer groups
22.4 organizations per 100,000 of population
8 million event attendees
702 workers per 100,000 of population

Arts Economic Impact
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Mid-Hudson Arts and Culture generate thousands of jobs!

Arts Economic Impact
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Almost 14,000 volunteers contribute over 1 million hours of service!

Arts Economic Impact
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3.6 million Mid-Hudson visitors spend half a billion annually!

Arts Economic Impact
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The Arts contribute almost a billion dollars in economic activity in the Mid-Hudson.

Arts Economic Impact
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